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Watkins effective spokesman!or !SU
with campus groups, such as the Academic Senate,
Civil Service Council, Administrative and Professional Staff Council, student leaders, alumni groups
and the parents' organization, seeking their advice
and keeping them informed about the "state" of the
university.

Leadership of a major university in a time of
economic pressure, budget reductions and heightened educational demands is a mission, if not
impossible, certainly precarious and challenging in
the 1980s.
Illinois State University is going through one of
its most severe tests in its century and a quarter history, the need to curtail budgets and yet- preserve a
quality educational structure.
The task of leading !SU through these difficult
times falls to President Lloyd Watkins, who has
placed the highest of priorities on "getting through
these troubles to better times without diminishing
the view of what this university can be."
The president spends many hours and days
communicating to the various government agencies
and officials, boards and constituency groups the
goals of Illinois State, how it is fulfilling its purpose in
tbe educational structure of the state, and the inte. gral ro\-~ of lSU in the future of the state and nation.
Life asked President Watkins how the changing
financial situation in Illinois and the tightening university budgets affect his approach to his position.
"It has intensified my insistence that priorities
be clearly set and enunciated," he responded. "I find
that I also am spending more time asserting the
importance of keeping the University whole in the
face of increasing recessionary pressures to cut both
its scope and its functions. It would be tragic if we
emerged from this traumatic economic period with
the capabilities and aspirations of the University
needlessly impoverished."
Asked how he balances his time commitments
to campus issues and groups with the need to communicate with off-campus people, President Watkins
replied, "I have never believed that a president could
be an effective leader by emphasizing one aspect of
the job to the neglect of others. Both internal and
external communication are critically important
today."

Given that in a time of budgetary austerity,
there is a tendency among government leaders to
address problems by continually cutting the budget,
the president was asked by Life what alternatives
there are to such an approach.
He replied, "One alternative, and an alternative
being adopted in many states, is to expand resources through tax increases. I believe this alternative
must be pursued in Illinois. It is heartening that the
Illinois Board of Higher Education has taken a
strong stand on this, a stand led by the Chairman of
our Board of Regents, David Murray. Failure to
secure additional resources will degrade the quality
of all state universities. Quality education cannot
exist without adequate support, and quality educa-

President Watkins
tion is absolutely essential to economic recovery in
Illinois."
With the challenges confronting !SU at present,
President Watkins was asked his prognosis for the
university's future.
"Much will depend upon decisions made in
the next several months regarding support for
higher education. Internally, our planning has po~itioned us well for the future. We are increasing our
involvement with area business and industry, and
are offering courses for older, 'non-traditional' students at times convenient for them. We remain
committed to affirmc.1:tive action policies. I believe we
are doing an outstanding job of teaching and of
maintaining a relevant curriculum. Additional funding for salaries, equipment, building renovation and
remodeling, and public service programming is
sorely needed and we need more flexibility in programming for meeting the needs of a changing
society. I remain optimistic that Illinois, if it truly
wishes to become a leader in high technology fields,
will provide the funding necessary for keeping its
universities strong. They are among its most precious assets."
The president's communication of the !SU message takes varied forms and often requires many
miles of travel. He also spends a great deal of time

The president, whose field is communication,
utilizes every medium possible to reach appropriate
audiences with information about the needs and
goals of !SU. His State of the University address is
carried on local radio and television and copies are
sent to faculty and staff, key citizens and government leaders. He regularly sends a personally
addressed letter to local and state leaders, discussing the university's plans and problems.
Frequent meetings are held with federal, state
and local government leaders and representatives of
business and labor. Community meetings have been
initiated to acquaint local business people with the
·"'-uni\/ersity: "- ·
President Watkins delivers speeches to widely
varied groups, from service clubs locally and in
other cities to alumni-parent groups and others. He
meets at frequent intervals with state government
leaders, including the Board of Higher Education
and Board of Regents members and officers,
legislative leaders, with regular contacts with area
legislators; presidents of four-year and two-year
colleges and keeps in touch with Congressman
Madigan and Senators Percy and Dixon on federal
matters affecting higher education. He also maintains close contacts with higher education associations and serves on. the board of the American
Association of State Colleges and Universities.
Locally, the president meets at regular intervals with city o"icials from Normal and Bloomington
to discuss concerns and joint programs. He is a
member of the boards of the McLean County Association of Commerce and Industry, Mennonite Hospital and Bloomington Federal Savings and Loan
and is an honorary member of the Normal Rotary
Club, all of which expand his arena of local contacts.
All of these efforts have earned President
Watkins the respect of key individuals, on and off
campus. George Tuttle, chairperson of the Academic Senate, noted that the preside~! has ~-:?akenvigorously to the Board of Regents and other
governing bodies and groups in the state on the
seriousness of the ecpnomic condition of the university and the fact that the cuts forced on higher
education have had a devastating effect on morale.
He is letting these people know that we have major
program reviews, that we do use our money very
carefully and that the cuts we have had to accept
Continued on page 4.
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Teaching
Teacher
must be
learner
David L. Tucker

By David L. Tucker
There is an ancient saying that goes, "if you
become a teacrier, by your pupils you'll be taught".
As I reflect upon my ten-and-a-half years of elementary level teaching and nine years of university level
teaching, I am amazed at how much I have been
taught. in responding to the interview topic of characteristics of a good teacher, the quality I think of
immediately is that a good teacher is always a
learner, and, as a teacher of teachers I see that
learning being manifested in three aspects.
First.a teacher should be knowledgeable of his
or her field and the relationship of it to complementary fields. In my own area of reading and language
arts, mud) knowledge'has been learned about the
processes in the last fifteen years. This knowledge
has important ramifications for chan_ges in re~<:Jin.9
and language arts instruction in our schools. Yet, as

a whole, traditional instructional strategies seem to
prevail. For classroom instruction to change, it is
imperative that this knowledge be understood, and
maybe if it were \.mderstood, our schools would be
producing m()re cqmpe_tent, readerl'\ anq. writers.. As, I
often tell my students, I'm glad that the use of the
leech for me_dicinal purposes has been discarded.
Knowledge, alone, does not make the teacher.
The teacher has to utilize sound pedagogical strategies. The ability to convey material in an orderly,
structured, and understandable level requires work
and constant evaluation of one's presentation before

Calendar:-------FEBRUARY
*denotes no admission charge

1-*Exhibit, "Viola Frey Art," CVA Gallery (through 3/6)
1- *Exhibit, "Art of Guatamala & Mexico," Ewing Museum
(through February)
1-*Exhibit, "Art of Mexico Before Columbus," Ewing
Museum '(continuing)
I- Women's Basketball, Southern Illinois, Horton Field
House, ?_:_30J?..m.
2- Wrestling, SIU-Edwardsville, Horton South Gym, 7 p.m.
3-Men's Basketball, Drake, Horton Field House, 7:30 p.m.
4- Swimniing, Iowa, Horton Pool, 5:30 p.m.
4-:-Women's Basketball, Drake, Horton Field House, 7:30
p.m.

Ranked
12th
--..
.

~

Illinois State University's Economics department ranks 12th among non-Ph.D. granting Economic;s departments, according to a study in the
current issue of American Economi~ Review.
The study based the ranking on faculty publications in the top 24 economics journals from
1974-1978.

5-Men's Basketball, New Mexico State, Horton Field
House, 2:30 p.m.
6- Gymnastics, Iowa, Horton Field House, 2 p.m.
9-*Academic Senate, BSC Circus Room, 7 p.m.
13-*University Band Concert, Braden Auditorium, 8 p.m.
13-Women's Basketball, Louisiana Tech, Horton Field
House, 2:30 p.m.
13-Wrestling, Northwestern, Horton Field House, 2 p.m.
17-Opera, "The Rake's Progress," Stroud Auditorium, 8
p.m. (Also 2/18)
18- "Moments To Remember," 4 Freshmen, 4 Lads & Inkspots, Braden Auditorium, 8 p.m.
19-Wo~en's Basketball, Notre Dam~, Horton Field House,
->
7:30p.m.
19- Women's Track, ISU Invitational Horton Field House
21- Men's Basketball, West Texas State, Horton Field
House, 7:30 p.m.
22-*Mostly Tuesdays Faculty Recital, KRH, 8 p.m.
23- *Academic Senate, BSC Circus Room, 7 p.m.
23-Women's Basketball, DePaul, Horton Field House, 7:30
p.m.
.24- *Concert Band Concert, Braden Auditorium, 8 p.m.
24- Play, "The Rose Tattoo," Westhoff Theater, 8 p.m. (also
2/ 25, 26, 27, 3/1, 2 & 3)
24-Men's Basketball, Southern Illinois, Horton Field House,
7:30p.m.

MARCH
3- *Symphonic Band Concert, Braden Auditorium, 8 p.m.
5-Men's Basketball, Creighton, Horton Field House, 2:30

An Associate Professor of Specialized
Educational Development and Reading Program Coordinator in the College of Education,
David Tucker has been at !SU since 1979. He
received his B.S. degree from Quincy College
and his M.Ed. and Ph.D. from the University
of Illinois. Previous to joining !SU he was an
elementary teacher in Illinois and on the
faculty of University of Houston Victoria
Campus, Victoria, Texas.
A practitioner in the field of education,
Tucker conducts many area workshops and
inseruices. Beginning Spring, 1983, he will be
working in Metcalf with reading researchers
from the University of Illinois in a collaborative
research project, Metcalf Comprehension
Project/ Studying Instructional Change.

a class. Closely associated is an understanding of
the class, its experiences, and from where the class
is coming. A dimension of pedagogy that deserves
attention is how to keep a class interested and motivated. To respond to this, I am reminded of a fiUperinte·n derit's advice when I was a student teacher.
Being in front of a class is like being on stage. It
requires a little bit of acting.
As I reflect on the third aspect, I think about
settings in which we all, as students, might have
encountered. How often did we study the right
material only to have the wrong questions asked?
Or, arrive in class with the wrong book that was
needed that day? In education, being flexible, understanding, and sensitive to the students' needs are
often tossed around. Remembering them as qualities, yet being firm and possessing standards,
reminds me of the old adage that one should treat
someone the way s/ he likes to be treated. The humanistic side is an important characteristic of being a
good teacher.
In conclusion, if I believe that from my students
I will be taught and that good teachers are learners,
hopefully, with a constant flow of students and
knowledge always emerging, then many years of
learning remain in my life.
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Ex-rifleman ·to lead WW II study-tour
By Bill Adams
Illinois State University history professor Earl
Reitan will return to Italy and Sicily this spring as
leader of a two-week study-tour marking the 40th
anniversary bf Allied campaigns in that area in
World War II.
Dr. Reitan's first trip to·the area was in May,
1944, when, as a 19-year-old rifleman, he joined the
Third Infantry Division on the Anzio beachhead. He
participated in the breakout which led to the fall of
Rome on June 4.

The May 13-26 study-tour is being sponsored
by ISU through the College of Continuing Education
and the Office of International Studies and is open
to both students and the general public_ Dr. Reitan
believes veterans of the Italian campaigns and their
spouses will be especially interested.
The group will stay in superior first-class hotels,
with private bath for each room. The tour includes
continental breakfast and one meal per day in Italy,
all meals in Sicily, air-conditioned tour buses,
English-speaking guides, local guides at battle sites,
and all admission fees and local charges.
"We will be traveling more comfortably than
most study-tours," Reitan said, "because World War
II veterans are older people who want to stay in
better comfort and who can afford it."
Cost of the tour will be $1,995 per persori for
double occupancy with an additional $190 charge for
single occupancy, plus tuition and study materials.
Registration and a $100 deposit per person must be
made by April 1. Full payment is due April 15.

Dr_ Reitan said the trip will be about evenly
divided between tourism and studies. "I've got a
good mix of general tourism and World War II
settings," he explained.
"For instance," he continued, "you can't go to
Rome without visiting the ancient monuments and
the Vatican."
Battle sites to be visited are Anzio, Cassino,
the Volturno River, Salerno, Allied landing beaches
at Gela and Licata in Sicily, and parts of Gen.
George Patton's route from Palermo to Messina.
Sight-seeing stops on the tour will include Rome and
the Vatican, Naples, Pompeii, the Isle of Capri,
Syracuse, and Palermo.
Dr. Reitan, who teaches a popular course on
World War II each spring semester, has lived and
traveled in Britain several times, but has not
returned to Italy since the war.
"I'm looking forward to seeing how the places .
have .changed . .I understand the Anzio Beachhead is

Dr. Earl Reitan was 19 when an Italian
street photographer took the photo at left.

At right, the history professor examines his
WW II uniform .

now a famous resort with outstanding seafood
restaurants.
"When I was there I was just a 19-year-old kid
trying to stay alive and keep up with the guy in front
of me. I have the feeling that a great many veterans
of my age always have felt that they want to return
to the battlefields some day. This is their chance."

Dr. Reitan is planning similar 40th anniversary tours to Franee in the summer of 1984 and to
Pacific battle sites (Pearl Harbor, Manila and Japan)
in 1985.
Detailed information about the tour is available
by writing or phoning Dr. Earl A. Reitan, Department of History, Illinois State University, Normal, Ill.
61761, telephone (309) 438-5641 or 452-1681.

ISU, IVCC launch degree plan
In an instance where a state university and a
state community college have responded to specific
public needs, a bachelor's degree in industrial technology is now available from Illinois State University
through Illinois Valley Community College in
Oglesby.
Last spring, officials from four major industries
in the LaSalle-Peru area asked IVCC administrators
about the possibility of offering an IT degree program for its employees. Some four dozen employees
of J & L Steel in Hennepin, Peabody Myers Corporation in Streator, Motor Wheel in Mendota and
Sundstrand Hydro Transmission in LaSalle
expressed an interest in an industrial technology
capstone program in which they could complete
their baccalaureate degree at IVCC.

Because the Oglesby school offers only associate degrees, James Kafka, Continuing Education
dean at IVCC, forwarded the request to Illinois
State's College of Continuing Education and Public
Service and its dean, Edward Anderson.

Community college transcripts of 40 IVCC students were then unofficially evaluated by ISU,
according to Mary K. Huser, director of credit
instruction in ISU's College of Continuing Education, and returned to the students for guidance in
planning their individual degree programs.

The evaluations also gave !SU administrators
direction in deciding what courses to offer on the
IVCC campus. The Illinois Board of Higher Ed~...:.- .
tion approved the program, and two c1a::,ses are
being offered this fall.
Forty employees, ranging in age from 19 to 57,
from the four ir:dustrial firms are enrolled this
semester. C ....ndidates to the IT capstone program
can transfer 66 semester hours plus a maximum of
four semester hours of physical education from a
community college.

i
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President Watkins
Continued from page 1.

have been damaging to the quality of higher education in the state."

Ira Cohen, former chairperson of the Senate,
commented that, "A couple of years ago, when a
number of us in the faculty went to Springfield to
approach the Legislature about salary matters, we
were informed by virtually every legislator we spoke
to that President Watkins has done an outstanding
job representing the university on all matters, and
they said he is one of the most effective presidents
in the state. In my time on the Joint Universities
Advisory committ~e, he constantly kept before the
Board the salary situation of faculty and staff and he
was a constai'.)t strong voice reminding the board
aboul the situation."
Bonnie Mohr, chairperson of the Civil Service
Council said the president meets with the C.S.
executive board regularly.- "He•listens and responds ·
openly; our concerns are his concerns. He is aware
of our needs and works diligently towards meeting
them. He is ~ery approachable, he's a friend. That's
exactly how he comes across."
Lucille Holcomb, pre'sident of the Administrative and Professional Staff Council, said, "We are
pleased that the president has tried to keep us
informed on the fiscal status of the university. While
we're not always pleased with what we hear, we realize the constraints under which he works and have
appreciated his willingness and openness in talking
about budget matters."

-

-

State Rep. Gordon Ropp of Normal described the president as "very vocal and very up-front
in all actions concerning the university and its community involvement. He communicates with me frequently and is very well versed in his support of the
university and in providing legislators with accurate
information that helps us represent our constituency
to the best bf our ability."
· Senator John Maitland of Bloomington stated
that in past years, the university had somewhat set
itself apart from the public and even from the Legislature. "President Watkins is trying to make the
university a part of the community and he does this
by working with the Legislature. Illinois State has .
·--bet½Ulle._an efficient shop, partly through past lead•
ership, and certainly through the leadership of
President Watkins. Through our frequent contact,
we (legislators) have an ,understanding of the ·univer~
sity's problems, and he has an understanding of our
problems. It has been through President Watkins'
efforts that we have this excellent rapport. I always
know where he stands and he always knows where
we stand."
C. Ben Pitcher, executive vice president of the
Association of Commerce and Industry of McLean

County, termed President Watkins "a valuable asset
to our organization and to the community. He gives
us advice and participates in our activities. He is the
type of person we need."
Professor of Psychology Walter Friedhoff, a
longt,ime member of the Academic Senate,
commented that "President Watkins' letter in the
Pantagraph just after Christm.a s is just the kind of
thing that should be done. When it comes to the
public we are most concerned with, namely the
Board of Regents and the Board of Higher Education, my understanding is that he is one of the more
assertive presidents. We should feel good about that
because that situation has not always been the case.
His recent letter was great in terms of straightening
the record for the local community."

Denise Orchowski, ISU studertt member of
the Board of Regents, said the president "is doing a
very good job in telling the entire ISU community
exactly what he knows about the economic situation
in higher education. I've been impressed with the
fact that he tells as much as he does. The Board of
Regents also is pleased because he lets them know
exactly where cuts will be made and how ISU is
going to deal with them. He is very open. With different information being presented in the media, it
can be hard for university employees and students
to know just what is going on, but President
Watkins is painting the picture exactly as it is. In
fact, all of the administrators here at ISU are very
open. There are no surprises with them."
Virginia Crafts, chairperson of the Joint Universities Advisory Committee to the Board of Regents,
described President Watkins as doing "an excellent
job in representing the university's situation. I am
not alone in that opinion. Those of us on JUAC
have commented on that often, that at BOR meetings, President Watkins speaks as eloquently and
accurately about the university's situation as
anyone. He strongly supports quality programs for
the students and he speaks to that issue consistently. Dr. Watkins is not a man to gloss over anything; he plays it as straight as he can."
Thomas Eimermann, associate professor of
political science , says the president is "doing an
excellent job of representing the needs and explaining the needs of the university to the Board of
Regents and the general public. I've been particularly impressed with the manner in which he has
spoken out at BOR meetings to correct what appear
to be misperceptions concerning what is happening
at the university. He's been, of the three Regents'
presidents, the most articulate and forceful."

Spring
enrollment
at record high
Illinois State University's on-campus enrollment
is 18,678 students, a record high for the spring
semester.
The number is 103 above the previous spring
record of 18,575 enrolled a year ago, a logical development because the university enrolled a record
19,817 students during the fall semester of the current academic year.

Official enrollment figures are determined by
on-campus totals on the 10th day of class each
semester.
ISU, one of the state's largest universities, will
approach ~O,QQO stuf:lents this semes_ter ~ hen l'egj~- •
tration is completed at off-campus locations.
The on-campus total reveals a striking increase
in the senior class, which Dr. Wilbur Venerable,
director of admissions and records, attributes in part
to the sluggish economy.
At present, there are 4,823 seniors compared to
4,470 a year ago this time. Enrollment is down
slightly in the freshman, sophomore and junior
,classes, and is just about even in the graduate levels.
"The seniors may be staying in school longer
for a variety of reasons," Venerable said. "First, the
job market is not as good now as in former years.
And then, some students are getting prepared in
more than one area which means they are seniors
longer than one calendar year."
The number of general students-those not
committed to a specified academic major- is up by
244 over a year ago. This also reflects' an uncertainty
about career opportunities because of the economy,
Venerable believes.
Here is the current ISU enrollment by classes
(with last spring's totals in parentheses):
Freshmen, 3,792 (3,881); sophomores, 3,599
(3,619); juniors, 4,114 (4,249); seniors, 4,823 (4,470);
unclassified, 362 (354); master's, 1,700 (1,729); sixth
year (specialist's), 78 (76); doctoral, 210 (197).
Enrollment by colleges (with last year's spring
totals in parentheses):
Applied Science and Technology, 3,461 (3,417);
Arts and Sciences, 3,984 (3,853); Business, 4,313
(4,429); Education, 2;338 (2,492); Fine Arts, 948
(1,030); general students, 2,744 (2,500); all others,
890 (854).
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Open letter to readers of ISU Life
During recent weeks, many higher education
officials in Illinois, I among them, have been speaking
out about the serious fiscal problems besetting
higher education in our state. Allow me to review
briefly the situation as it affects ISU.
As Illinois Board of Higher Education statistics
show, Illinois State University is one of the most
"cost effective" universities in the state. Since we
are thinly funded for the magnitude of the tasks we
undertake, an operating budget for the current fiscal
year, which was increased by only $126,000 over last
year, created grave problems for us. Tax-generated
dollars in the budget actually declined by more than
$1 million, and only a tuition increase averaging
nearly 15 percent made our minimal increase possible. Such a budget was inadequate for keeping up
with increases in the costs of everything we must
buy-from paper to utilities-and we had to reallocate internally $1.3 million in order to provide
reasonable operating levels.
In November, all state universities and other
higher education entities were told to "impound" 2
percent of their general revenue operating budgets
in order to help alleviate a severe cash-flow problem
in the state treasury. All state agencies were
affected, some to an even greater degree. As a
result, we were forced to pare $938,200 from an
already lean budget with the fiscal year half over.
There is concern that we will face a second
impoundment of funds; "Jaws I" may be followed by
"Jaws II."
Cuts such as these cannot be made without

Culture
calendar
Second semester is well underway in February
and a smaller yet varied cultural calendar is offered
at Illinois State University.

Exhibits
Art offerings begin Feb. 1 at the Center for the
Visual Arts Gallery with "Viola Frey: Retrospective,"
a clay/sculpture exhibit shown through March 6.
CVA Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Tuesdays, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Wednesdays through
Fridays and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays. Admission is free.
An exhibit of Iranian Children's Art will be
shown at Ewing Museum through February, and
continuing Ewing exhibitions include Art of the
South Seas, Folk Art of Mexico and Guatemala,
WestAfrican Traditional Decorated Cloth, and Art

affecting the quality of our efforts. A university
budget is a complex thing, and activities which are
funded through charges to students are unaffected.
The activities which are affected are the basic educational activities of teaching, research, and public
service which are funded from appropriated dollars.
We no.longer can assert that the quality of education we offer is "as good as ever;" we_must admit
that our effectiveness is being diminished. We can•
not compete well for top 'faculty and staff, and we
have difficulty retaining some of our best; people are
not being paid adequately for their efforts; some of
our instructional equipment is in poor condition, and
too much of it is obsolete; our buildings are beginning to show the effects of "deferred maintenance;"
and we cannot offer the quantity and quality of
public service ordinarily expected from a university
the size and stature of ISU.

- As

br: ·Frank'Matsler: the.Execuffve Dire ctor o(our Board of Regents, pointed out at a recent Illinois
Board of Higher Education meeting, several states
have taken positive action to prevent the further
deterioration of their state agencies and institutions,
including their universities. Florida, Washington,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio and Wisconsin have
increased one tax or another in order to raise additional revenues. These states are being squeezed by
recession, too. I submit to you that in Illinois tax
support for colleges and universities will have to be
increased if the quality of these institutions is not to
decline further.
The Illinois Board of Higher Education recog-

of Mexico Before Columbus. Admission at Ewing is
free and the hours are 1 to 5 p.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays and Sundays.

Music
Music department offerings begin with a faculty
recital by tenor Jerome LoMonaco at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 6, in Kemp Recital Hall. Admission is
free. One week later, in Braden Auditorium, the
University Band will present a free concert. Larry
Frank conducts the band, which is made up of nonmusic majors and music majors playing other than
their primary instruments.
A gala faculty recital is scheduled for Kemp
Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Feb. 22, and the Concert
Band, conducted by Ed Livingston, will perform at 8
p.m. Thursday, Feb. 24. Both are free.

Opera
The annual spring opera has been moved up to
Feb. 17 and 19 from its regular late-March dates,
when the music and theater departments will present Stravinsky's "The Rake's Progress" in Stroud

nized this when they passed by a 15-1 majority a
resolution presented by Mr. David Murray, Chairman of the Board of Regents- a resolution encouraging the General Assembly and the Governor to
enact legislation" .. .for additional revenues to
benefit education by increased taxation." As Mr.
Murray said during the debate on the matter, " .. .I
represent education, and I refuse·to watch higher
education continue to decline and deteriorate when I
can, hopefully, do something about it."
Those who have a special concern for and
interest in Iliinois State University owe our Board
Chairman gratitude and support. As citizens and
taxpayers of the State of Illinois, we have the right
and the obligation to make our views known to
elected officials. During recent weeks I have made
my position favoring a tax increase clear to influential citizens and to elected officials, including
·Gc:)VernorThompson. Will you join me?· Such a •posi- tion is not self-serving, but state-serving, for the
degradation of our state universities would be a
tragedy for Illinois. As Luther said, "When schools
flourish, all flourishes."
Now is the time to speak up for !SU and for all
of education in Illinois.

....,

1

I

Sincerely,

~~-,~
President

Auditorium at 8 p.m. It is part of the university's
year-long series of musical programs honoring the
centennial anniversary of the birth of the composer.

Auditorium
Braden Auditorium will present "A Time to
Remember" featuring the Four Freshmen, the
Original Four Aces and George Holmes' Ink Spots
at 8 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 12. Tickets are available at
Ticketron outlets in Bloomington and Peoria and at
the auditorium box office from noon to 6 p.m. ____ ___..
weekdays or by calling (309) 438-5444. Th~rogram
is moved up six days from its originally scheciuled
date.

Theater
The theater department will present "The Rose
Tattoo" in Westhoff Theater at 8 p.m. Feb. 24-27
and March 1-3. It will be directed by master of fine
arts degree candidate Phyllis Schuringa of Lansing,
Ill. It is the first time a student has directed a Mainstage plav.
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Chinese publish booklets
based on Metcalf lectures
Bob Metcalf may have the most familiar Ameri. can basketball name in the People's Republic of
China.
Metcalf is the former University High School
coach who retired this year from the Illinois State
University physical education faculty.
During the summer of 1980, he became the first
American high school coach to lecture in China.
Now he has discovered that he has another first to
his credit.

Two booklets l;>ased on his lectures have been
published in China, and are circulated throughout
the nation to persons interested in basketball. They

Prior named
-second-'team
all-American
Illinois Sfate University defensive back Mike
Prior is a second-team Division I-AA all-American in
a poll of the nation's I-AA coaches.
Prior, only a sophomore, led coach Bob
Otolski's Redbirds in interceptions, tackles and
passes broken up. For much of the season, the 6-1,
180-pounder from Chicago Heights (Marian
Catholic)was the nation's leader in interceptions.
He is the first Redbird football player to be a
first- or second-team choice (other than Academic
All-America) sihce former Baltimore Colts offensive
· :,, tackle Dennis Nelson was a first-team Division II
choice in 1968.
Prior has collected a few other honors this
season, including first-team all-Missouri Valley Con-·
ference, sharing ISU's Most Valuable Player award
with wide receiver Clarence Collins, and a member
of Chicago Sports Magazine's all-Chicago team,
made up of the best former Chicago area prep stars
now playing college football.
For the coming spring, Prior will be catching fly
balls instead of punts and hitting fastballs instead of
. running backs. He will be playing the outfield for
coach Duffy Bass' Redbird baseball team.

are believed to be the first booklets on that subject
by a foreign author to be published in Chinese .
Metcalf learned of their publication only
recently. Copies were brought to him this fall by
Yuntao Zhang, a leading sports administrator in
China who is currently enrolled in the ISU Graduate
School:
The books have been given to Milner Library to
be placed in the Chinese collection at ISU.
"I was amazed that they really would publish
these books," said Metcalf, whose experiences in
China are vivid memories. "I'm proud of the univer-sity that had the confidence to send me there, and
of the ABA (Amateur Basketball Association) that
selected me. I represented 12,000 high school
coaches in America."
The enrollment of Zhang at ISU has renewed a
friendship that Metcalf developed in China,' and ··
Metcalf notes that both of them have a unique claim
to fame now.
"I've seen more Chinese basketball than any
American," Metcalf said, "and he will see more
American basketball while he's here than any other
person from China."

Metcalf attended 60 games while in China,
with 50 of them in a month. Zhang may see more
than 100 this year.
Zhang (John in English) is chairman of the physical education department at Beijing University of
Iron and Steel Technology in Peking. He was one of
Metcalf's interpreters in the summer of 1980, and
was one of the compilers of the Metcalf basketball
booklets.
Zhang lived in the Metcalf home this summer,
and now resides in International House at ISU. As a
graduate assistant at University High School, he
instructs students in the martial arts.
Metcalf coached University High basketball
for 18 years, posting a 262-190 record and taking
three teams to the IHSA super-sectional. Also the
athletic director at U High during that time, he
retired this summer after 21 years on the faculty. He
has held numerous state and national offices, including a term as president of the National Coaches
Association in 1977-78.
Metcalf was a star athlete as an undergraduate
at Valparaiso University, located near his hometown
of Merrillville, Ind. He spent four years teaching and
coaching at Waterman High School near DeKalb
and seven more at Glenbard West in Glen Ellyn
before coming to U High.

14 off-campus sites
used this semester
Fourteen off-campus sites are extending the
academic offerings of Illinois State University this
semester. Communities where courses are available
include Addison Trail, Arlington Heights,
Bloomington-Normal, Champaign-Urbana, Danville,
Decatur, East Peoria, Joliet, Kankakee, Knoxville,
Oglesby, Peoria and Springfield.
Information regarding courses is available
through the College of Continuing Education and
Public Service at Illinois State University,
(309)438-8691.

Faculty Pens __
Arts and Sciences
Willard Bohn discovered and edited "A quelle heure un train
partira-t-il pour Paris?" by French poet Guillaume Apollinaire,
which was published in booklet form by Fata Morgana in
Montpellier.
Virgil Hutton had a haiku published in Modern Haiku, Vol.
XIII, No. 3.
"Some Solid Hydrogen Bonded Complexes of Stannic
Chloride with Diisopropyl Ether and Carboxylic Acids" by
Mohsen Mostafa appeared in lnorganica Chimica Acta 65, L 97.
David J. Parent translated 10 articles in Telos, No. 53. The
articles were by Cornelius Castoriadis, Volker Gransow and
Claus Offe, Claude Karnoouh, Gabor Rittersporn, Paul Thibaud,
Adam Michnick, Mihaly Torocsik, Ferenc Donath and Andras
Hegedus. A book review by Parent, of Gerd Enno Rieger's
"Henrik Ibsen in Selstzeugnissen und Bilddokumenten,"
appeared in The German Quarterly, November issue.
Jonathan E. Reyman's poem, "Sunrise at Pueblo Bonito,"
was awarded the first prize in the annual American Poetry Asso·
ciation contest, and the poem was published in the 1982 edition of
the American Poetry Anthology. Reyman's paper on "Palatkwabi:
Historical Reality of Hopi Mythology" was selected in open competition for presentation at the Laurier II Conference on Ethnohistory May 11-14 in London, Ontario, Canada. He will be the
featured speaker at the conference. Reyman's book review of R.
Williamson's "Archaeoastronomy in the Americas" was published
in American Antiquity, 47.
"The Transcription of Various Types of Ribonucleic Acid by
Hepatocytes Isolated from Rats of Various Ages" by Arlan
Richardson was published in the Journal of Gerontology, 37.
Samuel J. Rogal's ninth book, "Business and Professional
Correspondence: The Principles, the Form, the Style, the Lan·
guage," was published by Amidon Publications. of Minneapolis,
Minn. The book is an approach to all aspects of business and professional correspondence.
Raymond Schmitt co-authored a chapter titled "Grounded
Directives for Research of the Interracial Act: The White
Syndrome of Transformation" in Norman K. Denzin's Studies in
Symbolic Interaction, Vol. 4, published by JAi Press in Green•
wich, Conn.
Benny Tucker and Edna Bazik co-authored the IDEAS section in the October, November, December and January issues of
the Arithmetic Teacher Journal, the official journal of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathe matics. The IDEAS section
is a forum for the exchange of ideas and a source of techniques
for teaching mathematics in grades K-8.
Douglas X. West wrote "Low Temperature Ultraviolet
Photolysis of Various G lasses of the Pentacyanonitrosylferrate (II)
Ion" in the Journal of the Chemical Society, Dalton Transaction,
2041.
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Names in the News
Applied Science and Technology
Thomas Ellsworth taught adult probation officers how to use
an offender classification system during on-campus sessions Oct.
19-22. A week later he served as annual program co-chairman for
the Illinois Probation and Court Services Association meeting in
Bl~omington. He served as moderator of a panel called "Let's Go
Statewide," which discussed issues related to the future of probation in Illinois. Ellsworth and Robert Culbertson co-authored a
paper on "Probation and Parole Officer Attitudes Toward Classification" presented at the annual meeting of the American Society
of Criminology Nov. 3-6 in Toronto, Canada.
Gayle Kassing was named publication unit director apprentice and will assume the board position of publication unit director
of the National Dance Association in April at the national convention of the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance. Kassing has been a reviewer and editor of
dance publications with the publications unit since 1980.
Lyle Shook conducted a one-day workshop at Lake Land
College in Mattoon on Jan. 4 to help police officers better understand crimes involving sexual acts. The workshop, called "Sex
Crimes," was sponsored by the East Central Illinois Law
Enforcement Commission.
Arts and Sciences
Paul S. Anderson presented a paper about "Isla Fuerte on
the Juan de la Cosa Mapamundi of 1503" at the annual conference of the Society for the History of Discoveries held Nov. 5-6 in
Madison, Wis.
Edna Bazik presented a session on "Ten Basic Mathematical
Skills" to secondary teachers in Illinois at the First Illinois State-., _
wide Chapter I (Title 1) Secondary Education Conference Dec. 1
in Springfield. About 50 teachers were present. Bazik was in Boston, Mass., Dec. 2-3 for the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Boston meeting where she spoke on "Motivational
Mathematics Activities" to junior high school teachers. From
Dec. 12 to 14, she participated in the training sessions of the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education held in
Rosemont. Concordia College in River Forest was the site of a
simulated evaluation by the NCATE, and after the three-day session, Bazik learned that she was now certified to serve as a team
member of future evaluations teams visiting colleges and universities throughout the United States.
(
Willard Bohn received a National Endowment for the
·Humanities fellowship for 1983-84 that will allow him to .work on a
book of visual poetry, tentatively to be titled "The Aesthetics of
Visual Poetry: From Europe to the Americas." An example of
visual poetry would be a poem about a watch that is typed in the
shape of a watch. Bohn expects to finish the book in three to five
years. In December at the Modern Language Association convention in Los Angeles, Bohn chaired a session devoted to "The Sur- .
realist Image." He also presented a paper on "In the Visual Tradition: Guillermo de Torre," which analyzed several visual poems
by the leader ot'the Spanish Ultraist movement.
Marilyn Byers devised materials and conducted six sessions
to instruct selected sixth-grade students in programming the
TRS-80 microcomputer at Stevenson School in Bloomington.
"Problem Solving for High and Low Achieving Students" was
the title of R~ndall Charles' presentation at the 25th annual Asilomar Mathematics Conference of the California Council of
Teachers of Mathematics_:Northern Section. More than 2,000
Northern California teachers attended the conference.
Julie Gowen read a paper titled "Religion, Reason and Foundationalism" at the annual meeting of the Illinois Philosophical
Association Nov. 13 at the Southern Illinois University campus at
Edwardsville.
Miriam Helen Hill presented a paper titled "Student's Per-·
ception of Geography: A 'Novel' Approach to Introductory
Courses" at the West Lakes meeting of the Association of American Geographers in Terre Haute, Ind., Oct. 8.
Frederick W. Lange gave a lecture on "New Perspectives on
Costa Rican Jade" at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art on
Dec. 5. It was one of a series of lectures being given in connection
with the museum's current exhibition, "&tween Continents/
Between Seas: The Pre-Columbian Art of Costa Rica." Lange

excavated some of the materials in the exhibit while he was associate curator of the Nationa!'Museum of Costa Rica from 1975 to
1979.
.
"The Spurious Distinction Between Deductive and Inductive
Arguments" was the subject of a paper-given by Kenton Machin_a
Nov. 13 at the annual meeting of the Illinois Philosophical Assoe1ation in Edwardsville.
\
The Joint Council on Economic Education awarded Bernard
McCamey $1,000 to conduct research on a project cal)ed "Eco- ·
nomic Education Programs: Their Effects on Basic Skills
Development."
James E. Patterson presented a paper on "Recreation in the
Chicago Area" at the National Council for Geographic Education
meeting in San Diego, Calif., on Oct. 29.
.
Ollie Pocs is a visiting professor at Florida Atlantic University
in Boca Raton during the spring semester.
Kenneth A. Retzer spoke at two sessions of the Central
Association for Mathematics Teachers Conference Nov. 12 in
Austin, Texas. He led a session on symbols used.by Mayan Indians and led a workshop on "Presentation of Teacher Education
as· a Model for Problem Solving."
· Jonathan E. Reyman received a grant to conduct an archeological excavation in New Mexico next summer, near Aztec,
N.M., from The Center for Field Research. He also was invited to
be a featured speaker at the Laurier II Conference on Ethnohistory to be held May 11-14 in London, Ontario, _C anada.
David L. Tucker, Linda Ball and Carol Ow/es gave a presentation on "Language-Based Reading and Writing Activities for
Kindergarten" Nov. 12 at the Midstate Reading Council in
BlooT'{lington. .
~ •
Richard Whitcomb was invited by the Getman g"overnm·ent
to participate in a seminar on German civilization Nov. 29 to Dec.
18.in West Berlin. He was one of 25 university professors from
the United States invited to study current events in Germany
under the auspices of the Goethe Institute, the cultural arm of the
German government.

Braden Auditorium
Clyde Lindsley participated in the 26th annual conference of
the Association of College, University and Community Arts
Administrators Dec. 16-20 in New York City. Nearly 800 performing arts program administrators from the U.S. and Canada
attended. On Jan. 27, Lindsley was at a meeting of Illinois presen•
tors of arts and entertainment held at the newly-restored Rialto
Sqoare Theater in Joliet.
Business
Ahmed Abdel-Halim spent the first week of November visiting the new campus of King Saud University in AIGasseem
Region in Saudi Arabia. He gave his views and suggestions
regarding curriculum design, the college's organizational structure and faculty recruitment activities.
Peter C~uch met with a group of Canadian government
managers Nov. 1 in Ottawa, Canada at a management trainit:g
program given by Revenue Canada Taxation, a division of the
Canadian government.
Patsy Dickey-Olson presented a roundtable discussion at the
Illinois Business Education Association's annual conference in
Springfield Nov. 4-6. Her presentation was titled "Publicity and
Public Relations and Your Business Education Program."
Patricia Marcum Grogg was a discussion leader on the topic
"The Art and Science of Oral Presentations" at the Peoria chapter of the National Association of Accountants professional
development seminar Nov. 17.
.
V.K. Unni was a participant in the MBA Forum of the Graduate Management Admission Council Oct. 29-30 in Chicago. On
Nov. 10-13, Unni presented a paper on "Perceptions of Social
Responsibility Among Minority Entrepreneurs: An Experimental
Survey" at the Southern Management Association annual meet:
ing in New Orlean.s. He also was a discussant of another paper m
the area of small business.
Education
Faye F. Bowren spoke on "Help! These Kids Don't Under•
stand What They Read!" at the Midstate Reading Conference
Nov. 12 at Bloomington High School. Research on the compre-

hension process and ways to facilitate children's understanding of
text was the ·central theme of this presentatiori. Bowren was reelected to serve a third three-year term on the Illinois Baptist
State Association Board of Directors. She also is chairman of the
!BSA Scholarship Committee.
Robert K. Rittenhouse was again chosen to serve on the 10member sel~ct committee on professional preparation of the
Council of Education of the Deaf. It is his third consecutive year
on the committee which advises the national accreditation organization on standa;ds pertaining to all professionals who serve
hearing-impaired children. Rittenhouse represents the Midwest
region of the U.S. on the committee.

Fine Arts
Four members of the art department faculty-James Butler,
Richard Finch, Ray George and Harold Boyd-are represented
with three works each in the Print, Drawing and Sculpture Invitational Exhibition at the Krannert Gallery at the University of
Evansville (Ind.) through Feb. 6.
,
Ray George had two prints included in the 56th annual
Competitive International Exhibition of the Philadelphia Print
Club during November. .
Harold Gregor had a one-man show at the Tibor de Nagy
Gallery in New York City Dec. 4 to Jan. 6. His nine 5 by 7 foot .
paintings depicted agricultural images derived from scenery
around Normal-Bloomington.
Jack Hobbs was elected to a two-year term as vice president
of the Illinois Art Education Association.
Kenneth Holder had several paintings included in an exhibit
in November and December at- -the
Zolla-Lieberman Qallery)n ... -"'-'--.
' - r - - ~- ~ t...•...__..._._._ , _
• •
Chicago.
,
/ ·'. : · 1
A work of glass art by Joel Myers was loaned to the American Embassy in Prague, Czechoslovakia at the request of the
U.S. State Department. Myers plans to donat_e the piece to the
embassy after the two-year display.
. Doug Hartley designed new alter candleholders and Debra
Gold fabricated them out of forged copper for installation at the
Newman Center in Normal.
Jurgen Suhr designed new playground equipment for the
Carlock Grade School. The equipment, constructed of wood and
old tires, was constructed by the people of Carlock as a Parents
Club project.
.
Anne Bevency Walter was named to a one-year term on the
media arts advisory panel of the Illinois Arts Council.
~

Faculty
Pens
Applied Science and Technology ·
Gayle Kassing was co-author with Bernard M. Wolff of "A
Guide to University Dance Company Touring" published in the
Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, Nov./Dec.,
1982, Vol. 53. Her article, "Critiquing Student Perf?rmance in
Ballet," written with Lynn Mortensen of the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln, appeared in the spring issue of Dance
Research Journal, Vol. 14.
Business
.,...--.---· ,.
Patricia Marcum Grogg wrote "Dropping Your Oefl!nses:
Non-Defensive Writing for Better Communication" in the
December issue of Management World.
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Lean meat
study goal
~

By David Belcher
Physical fitness is a popular activity these days.
Even Beef cattle are getting into the act.
They are not being led by Jane Fonda or
Richard Simmons, of course, but the trim look is
"in" for the livestock industry. The resulting product
is a leaner meat at the grocery store that has fewer
calories for the consumer.
Illinois State University's agriculture department. is leading the fitness program through experiemehts to inc;rease the animals' muscle while
decreasing fat.
Dr. Paul Walker, assistant professor of animal
science, said the experiments began with selective
breeeding that resulted in an average gain of 67
pounds in just one year.
The department is also conducting experiments
with feeding after the calves have been weaned from
their mothers, Walker said that for the fir~t 100 to
150 days after weaning, they are given a low calorie
diet so they won't get too fat too soon.
ISU is trying to help producers "raise a product the consumer wants" and to sell that product
to consumers for "the least cost."
Walker said students "get more practical experience here than elsewhere." They gain this through
classes and a variety of extracurricular activities,
such as livestock judging.
·
Students also are trained to pick out the best
meat possible, by such methods as evaluating fat to
lean, just by looking at the cattle.
But what should the consumer be looking for
at the corner grocery store?
Walker said the first question should be what
kind of meat the consumer wants. He emphasized
that taste is acquired and that the consumers-should
buy meat to suit their tastes.
Consumers used to look "primarily for fat meat
which is more tender and juicier, but today's consumer is very diet and health conscious and prefers
less fat and more meat."
-

·-

There are advantages to both fat and lean
meat. Walker explained that lean meat is "drier and
tougher" but has fewer calories, it should be
"cooked slower and with more moisture to be as
tender as fatter meat."
On the other hand, fatter meat has more calories but can take more "abuse" in cooking it, that is,
if it is overcooked, it still will be fairly tender.
Walker said round steak offers consumers the
"most meat intake per dollar spent." The most

Junior Bob Mann, Naperville, inspects a beef side for quality.
tender meat, and hence the most expensive, is tenderloin or "filet mignon," acording to Walker.

ISU offers two courses directly related to
meat, feedlot manasement and meat science.
Waiker said that when !SU students leave after
taking these courses, they will be qualified for such

careers as meat cutters, butcher shop managers,
state meat inspectors or livestock producers.
One student, Pat Johnson, a senior agribusiness major from Atlanta, said she has learned
about different cuts of meat and how to estimate
how tender or fat the animal is. She said she hopes
to use her training in an "ag related field" and even- ·
tually to have her own herd.

Kirk to head two national groups
Professor John Kirk of Illinois State University's
theater department has added another hat to his
collection of duties. He is chairman designate of the
Playwriting Awards Program of the American College Theater Festival (ACTF).
Coincidentally, he also is chairman of the
playwriting development committee of the American
Theater Association (ATA), the highest ranking
position in the ATA. He is the only person ever to
hold both posts at the same time.

Although the American College Theater Festival is produced by the ATA, the playwriting groups
in each organization run independently. Kirk hopes
he can improve communication as a liaison between
the two groups.
ACTF is an annual competition presented by
the Kennedy Center/The Alliance for Arts Education, produced by the ATA and sponsored by the
Amoco Oil Companies. !SU has been in the last 14
consecutive regional events, a feat unequalled by
any other university in the country. This year ISU's
production of Noel Coward's "Hay Fever" will be in
the·regional competition in Milwaukee in January.
Kirk has been involved regionally and nationally
in the ACTF playwriting awards program, including
three years as Midwestern regional chair of the
playwriting awards program. As chair designate of

the national playwriting award program, inchided in
his duties will be editing the ACTF playwriting
awards quarterly newsletter. In 1984 he will begin his
two-year term as national chairman of the program.

"This program in ACTF has become a very
important aspect of the festival," Kirk said. "Last
year there were 50 new plays introduced through
the program; only a handful were presented just a
few years ago."
Kirk, a University of Florida doctoral graduate,
has been on the !SU faculty since 1966. He is an
active playwright, director, actor and educator. His
latest directorial effort, "The Winter's Tale," opened
Nov. 27 at the Free Shakespeare Company, a small
new theater group in Chicago. He will direct "Clara's
Husband" in ISU's Allen Theater in March.

Taylor writes recruiting article
Donna Taylor, assistant athletic director at Illinois State University, is the author of "Do's and
Don'ts in Recruiting of High School Girls" published
in the January issue of The Illinois Interscholastic.
Written for school personnel, students and their
parents, the article deals with practices used by
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
schools in recruiting high school female athletes.

